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Understanding Kashmir and Kashmiris 2015 examines the strategic and historical circumstances surrounding the british creation and handing over of the princely state of jammu and kashmir the maharaja s accession to india and the unintended
consequences of these actions
Kashmir 1997 the volume deals with several themes haying deep bearing on history of the people who lived in the valley and other regions for centuries in fact they are the simple folk whose peaceful life was effected by foreign invasions which
ultimately resulted into their administrative system sometime not congenial to the traditions of the local population however the beautiful environments always made the region very attractive to foreigners and later on tourists who happened
to study the culture of the local population the contents in the volume give a glaring picture of kashmir ancient and modern with the its ultimate conquest by the dogra dynasty undoubtedly it would be useful for teachers scholars students
and indian and foreign tourists
Solving Kashmir 2006 solving kashmir is a treatise on the kashmir imbroglio that gives a deep insight into the myriad facets of the dispute in the state of jandk it brings into focus the historical perspective the geo strategic and geo political
imperatives as also the interests of the world powers and other regional players especially pakistan and to an extent china this vital piece of real estate located in the under belly of the cars and russia gives access to tibet afghanistan and
pakistan jandk is strategically significant to india s existence as a nation historically kashmir has been an important gateway for marauders entering the country losing control of jandk would open up the floodgates again kashmir gives india
access to the strategically significant countries around jandk it is our jewel in the crown the main players in the dispute namely india and pakistan have gone to war four times over the issue with pakistan enduring humiliating defeats including its
partition with the creation of bangladesh having failed in its conventional attempts to wrest kashmir and still in search of its identity pakistan has exercised the low cost no cost proxy war option exploiting the ethnic and religious sentiments of
the local kashmiris as also drumming up support from religious fundamentalists internationally the nuclear dimension adding to the tinder box forces the international community of nations to concentrate efforts to bring the two nations to the
negotiating table and resolve the problem bilaterally in accordance with the shimla agreement however with no significant success how long will india continue to bleed and where do you go from here are questions that willcontinue to haunt
india for years to come
Kashmir in Conflict 2021-02-25 why has the valley of kashmir famed for its beauty and tranquillity become a major flashpoint threatening the stability of a region of great strategic importance and challenging the integrity of the indian state
this book examines the kashmir conflict in its historical context from the period when the valley was an independent kingdom right up to the struggles of the present day located on the borders of china central asia and the sub continent the
insurgency in the valley has also created serious tensions between india and pakistan drawing upon research in india and pakistan as well as historical sources this book traces the origins of the state in the 19th century and the controversial
sale by the british of the predominantly muslim valley to a hindu maharaja in 1846 through an exploration of the implications for kashmir of independence in 1947 it gives a critical account of why for kashmir self determination may seem a more
attractive option than affiliation to a larger multi racial whole
Kashmir 2017-11-08 this collection of essays discusses the less well known aspects and areas of kashmir on the seventieth anniversary of indian independence
The Parchment of Kashmir 2012-08-06 a cross disciplinary anthology on contemporary kashmir by academics from jammu and kashmir the first such volume to appear the book offers a panorama of key cultural concerns of jammu and kashmir
today incorporating analysis of military cultural religious and social aspects of the society and polity
Inside Kashmir 1941 community politics and the events of 1931
Kashmir 1997 this book uses an innovative people centered approach to the kashmir problem to shed new light on why postcolonial partitions remain unfinished and why the wounds of postcolonial nation state formation in south asia continue to
fester kashmir is viewed as a metaphor for the permanent internal wars of partition that mark the south asian experience chapters sensitively bring kashmiri voices to the fore to examine kashmir in the national discourses of india and pakistan
resistance in the kashmiri imagination and the kashmir conflict in a global context the book foregrounds how the space of kashmir as a cultural historical and political sphere persists and continues to haunt the postcolonial national present as
the people of kashmir and their cultural literary and artistic productions cannot be contained within the regnant paradigms of the nations across which the region is partitioned additionally the book explores how long term resolution would
demand engagement with historical forces political actors and social formations that exceed the nation state an important contribution to the study of this troubled region this book will be of interest to academics and researchers of modern
south asian history and politics as well as comparative politics and international relations
Kashmir and the Future of South Asia 2020-12-29 the tribal invasion was a contentious and significant action because of its serious consequences and because it clearly violated the standstill agreement concluded between pakistan and the
ruler of jammu and kashmir furthermore it resulted in death and destruction of thousands of innocent people and it forced the maharaja of jammu and kashmir to seek help from india which was only made available after the provisional accession to
india apart from that it divided our motherland resulting in enormous problems for thousands of families on both sides of the divide it should also be remembered that the tribal invasion apart from other problems also resulted in the first india and
pakistan war bringing its own problems animosity and divisions both governments since 1947 have spent billions of dollars on arms and have had three wars over control of jammu and kashmir both governments have enormous problems related to
poverty education and welfare but because of the competition to control jammu and kashmir they continue to divert money for military preparedness and continue to develop more and more lethal weapons
Tribal Invasion and Kashmir 2013 during the 1947 partition of the indian subcontinent kashmir a muslim majority area ruled by a hindu maharaja became a hotly disputed territory divided between india and pakistan the region has been the focus of
international wars and the theater of political and military struggles for self determination the result has been great human suffering within the state with political implications extending globally imagining kashmir examines cinematic and literary
imaginings of the kashmir region s conflicts and diverse citizenship analyzing a wide range of narratives from writers and directors such as salman rushdie bharat wakhlu mani ratnam and mirza waheed in conjunction with research in psychology
cognitive science and social neuroscience in this innovative study patrick colm hogan s historical and cultural analysis of kashmir advances theories of narrative colonialism and their corresponding ideologies in relation to the cognitive and
affective operations of identity hogan considers how narrative organizes people s understanding of and emotions about real political situations and the ways in which such situations in turn influence cultural narratives not only in kashmir but
around the world
Imagining Kashmir 2016-08-01 the book examines kashmir s ancient cultural and philosophical glory social development and its complicated political questions
Kashmir, a Kaleidoscopic View 2005 traces the journey of the land and people from ancient to the modern day captures the factors for the decline of kashmiri civilization from glory to the present state of murder and repire the author hopes the
worst is over and the old practices of kashmiriyat will return
Kashmir and It's People 2004 in my kashmir wajahat habibullah lays out the intricate web of issues at the root of the conflict ethnicity religion national identity friction between national and local government and territory in an account that is
equal parts history and memoir he examines the complicating factors the indian government s missteps the greed of the entrenched kashmiri middle class elites and the religious politics and their all too familiar polarizing consequences unlike many
others who have written on the subject habibullah gives even handed treatment to both indian and pakistani perspectives though he rightly keeps the kashmiri people themselves at center stage for their needs and desires will be pivotal to any real
solution now he says despite the history of bloodshed and betrayals the possibility for lasting peace is greater than ever before
My Kashmir 2008 former american president bill clinton referred to kashmir as the most dangerous place on earth in 1999 nuclear armed powers india and pakistan fought a war over kashmir and again in 2002 they came close to another the kashmir
dispute represents one of the world s oldest and most intractable conflicts having befuddled policymakers since the partition of the subcontinent in 1947 author arvin bahl attempts to analyze this conflict in the context of international
relations theory drawing on a variety of sources including interviews with leading figures of the indian and pakistani establishments bahl argues that the question of the kashmir dispute is really the question of why the liberation of the kashmir



valley from indian rule has been a foremost pakistani national interest since the partition realism the dominant theory of international relations argues that regardless of era region ideology or domestic politics states will behave in the same
ways when faced with similar situations in the international system namely they will try to maximize the state s interests yet pakistan s quest for control of the kashmir valley represents a case in which a country s foreign policy cannot be
explained by realism and realism s main assumption of the state as a rational actor appears to be violated the kashmir valley has little strategic importance to pakistan pakistan has almost no chance of obtaining it against a much stronger
power that dismembered it in a previous war and its economy is being destroyed by military confrontation with india which also threatens its security this study attempts to explain the puzzle of pakistan s seemingly irrational policy behavior on
kashmir by developing a framework combining liberal and constructivist approaches constructivists emphasize the importance of ideas ideologies and identities when observing how states behave the ideology that pakistan was founded on the two
nation theory makes ending indian rule over the kashmir valley of utmost national interest for pakistan to concede that a muslim majority region that is contiguous with it can be a part of india would be for pakistan to accept that there was no
need for the partition of the subcontinent along religious lines and the creation of pakistan in the first place liberals focus on understanding domestic politics in order to understand a country s actions in the international system the pakistani
military the country s most powerful institution since its formation has used the conflict with india to bring about and legitimize its dominance of the country south asia gained prominence in american foreign policy after the 9 11 attacks and the
standoff that ensued between india and pakistan in early 2002 thus this study concludes with policy recommendations primarily to american policymakers for dealing with pakistan and kashmir based on the analysis developed in the preceding
chapters this book we hope is an eye opener for all general readers it will be found immensely useful and informative by students researchers and teachers of history political science international relations and south asian studies
The Struggle for Kashmir 1953 a personal moving and vibrant picture of one of the most beautiful and troubled places in the world described through the experiences of one family whose fortunes have changed dramatically with those of the
region if there is a paradise on earth it is definitely here here and only here said the early seventeenth century mughal emperor jehangir when describing the kashmir valley but for nearly twenty years this delicate mountain region has been torn by a
brutal conflict that has pitched idealism against islamist militancy and military crackdown in the tradition of ryszard kapuscinski this is an intimate story told by the author journalist and aid worker justine hardy having lived and worked in
kashmir for many years she draws the reader beyond the headlines into the world of in the valley of mist a family portrait the book describes a unique and gentle culture that has been shattered by the impact of insurgency repression and islamic
extremism in a place once famous for the warmth between its hindu and muslim residents if you want people to know do not tell stories that will make them hold their breath like in a made up film tell them the truth it is strong enough she was told
when she asked permission of her kashmiri friends to tell this story revealing and disturbing in the valley of mist paints kashmir as the template for the changing face of islam
From Jinnah to Jihad 2007 the book fulfillss a need to have a fresh look at the hitherto neglected aspects of kashmir conflict viz the developments in kashmir across loc pakistan s policy towards pok is characterized by not only ambiguity and
contradiction but also domination and exploitation its claim to support kashmir s right to self determination is contrasted by the ideology of pok s accession any final solution of kashmir imbroglio must take into account the realities across the
line of control
The Political Economy of the Kashmir Conflict 2004 an authoritative fresh and vividly written account of the kashmir conflict from 1947 to the present the india pakistan dispute over kashmir is one of the world s incendiary conflicts since
1990 at least 60 000 people have been killed insurgents civilians and military and police personnel in 2019 the conflict entered a dangerous new phase india s hindu nationalist government under narendra modi repealed indian administered jammu and
kashmir s autonomous status and divided it into two territories subject to new delhi s direct rule the drastic move was accompanied by mass arrests and lengthy suspension of mobile and internet services in this definitive account sumantra bose
examines the conflict in kashmir from its origins to the present volatile juncture he explores the global context of the current situation including china s growing role as well as the human tragedy of the people caught in the bitter dispute drawing
on three decades of field experience in kashmir bose asks whether a compromise settlement is still possible given the ascendancy of hindu nationalism in india and the complex geopolitical context
In the Valley of Mist 2009-06-09 reprint london 1895 edn
Kashmir, Past and Present 1994 using local language sources and every important archive this major history of the formation of kashmir shows precisely how the kashmir valley assumed the position it has come to occupy in postcolonial south
asia jacket
Kashmir Across Loc 2007-11-30 kashmir dispute has to be seen as human issue and not as a territorial gain or a strategic advantage like anyone else i have no solution to this dispute that could be acceptable to all concerned but i know what
is not workable and what will not provide much desired peace and stability in the region and that is division of the state or its accession to any country kashmir dispute should not be used to settle score of the past tragedies or past adventures
for example to avenge problems of 1965 1971 1980s proxy war or kargil adventure also kashmir should not be used as a battleground for competing political and religious ideologies as it is happening on both sides of the divide jammu and kashmir
is a multi religious and multi ethnic former princely state all citizens of jammu and kashmir pundits sikhs buddhists shias ismahilies pro pakistan pro india and pro independence and others must have equal rights and we must not target any community
for their beliefs we must put the past behind us and make a new start by inviting pundits and others who were uprooted from their homes because of political communal and armed conflict back in to their homes and compensate their losses we must
build bridges of confidence and make sincere endeavours to eradicate extremism violence religious intolerance and hatred however if these war mongers and fanatics are not brought under control then my fear is that they will endanger peace
stability and future of the entire region so time is running out and those in position to take appropriate action must act and act soon
Kashmir at the Crossroads 2021-12-07 a radical new look at the largely forgotten four million people of azad kashmir the part of kashmir occupied by pakistan and separated by a line of control from indian territory in kashmir the unwritten
history politico strategic analyst christopher snedden contends that in october 1947 pro pakistan muslims in southwestern j k instigated the kashmir dispute not pashtun tribesmen invading from pakistan as india has consistently claimed later
called azad kashmiris these people snedden argues are legitimate stakeholders in an unresolved dispute he provides comprehensive new information that critically examines azad kashmir s administration economy political system and its subordinate
relationship with pakistan azad kashmiris considered their administration to be the only legitimate government in j k and expected that it would rule after j k was re unified by a un supervised plebiscite this poll has never been conducted and azad
kashmir has effectively if not yet legally become a dependent part of pakistan long disenchanted with islamabad some azad kashmiris now favour independence for j k hoping that they may survive and prosper without recourse to either of their bigger
neighbours snedden concludes by assessing the various proposals that have been mooted to resolve azad kashmir s international status and the broader kashmir dispute
The Valley of Kashmir 2005 on 15 august 1947 two countries india and pakistan had their independence thrust upon them in a somewhat urgent and not completely orderly manner it was not that the peoples of these two new born countries had
not been agitating for independence as indeed they had for many years sometimes with open violence but mostly with passive resistance when suddenly independence came with a rush these new countries whose combined numbers approximate one fifth of
the worlds population were ill prepared for the peaceful settlement of the many knotty problems that such a hasty separation entailed
Kashmir 2003 many disenchanted kashmiris continue to demand independence or freedom from india written by a leading authority on kashmir s troubled past this book revisits the topic of independence for the region also known as jammu and kashmir or
j k and explores exactly why this aspiration has never been fulfilled in a rare india pakistan agreement they concur that neither j k nor any part of it can be independent charting a complex history and intense geo political rivalry from maharaja hari
singh s leadership in the mid 1920s to the present this book offers an essential insight into the disputes that have shaped the region as tensions continue to rise following government imposed covid 19 lockdowns snedden asks a vital question what
might independence look like and just how realistic is this aspiration
Kashmir in Sunlight & Shade 1925 this book traces the roots of modern day kashmir and the role of sheikh abdullah in its making as the most influential political figurehead in twentieth century kashmir he played a crucial role in its transformation
from a kingdom to a state in independent india he was enigmatic and complex to say the least following his meteoric rise he dominated the political scene for more than 50 years with enduring impact the volume presents a keen analysis of pre
independence events which led to the emergence of a controversial and confused identity of the region it also looks at other major themes in the political life of kashmir including the formation of the muslim conference the plebiscite movement and the



kashmir accord a major intervention in the political life of south asia this book presents an inside view of the history of modern kashmir through the life and times of sheikh abdullah it will be of great interest to scholars and researchers of politics
history and modern south asia
Languages of Belonging 2004 the book contains the proceedings of a seminar relating to kashmir and attempts to bring about a synthesis of various scientific discipline as well as synthesis of science and culture and spritual heritage of kashmir
divided into ii parts part i covers contribution of kashmiri scientists and part ii relates to science spirituality and kashmir shaivism
Kashmir Dispute 2013 in 2002 nuclear armed adversaries india and pakistan mobilized for war over the long disputed territory of kashmir sparking panic around the world drawing on extensive firsthand experience in the contested region sumantra
bose reveals how the conflict became a grave threat to south asia and the world and suggests feasible steps toward peace though the roots of conflict lie in the end of empire and the partition of the subcontinent in 1947 the contemporary
problem owes more to subsequent developments particularly the severe authoritarianism of indian rule deadly dimensions have been added since 1990 with the rise of a kashmiri independence movement and guerrilla war waged by islamist groups bose
explains the intricate mix of regional ethnic linguistic religious and caste communities that populate kashmir and emphasizes that a viable framework for peace must take into account the sovereignty concerns of india and pakistan and popular
aspirations to self rule as well as conflicting loyalties within kashmir he calls for the establishment of inclusive representative political structures in indian kashmir and cross border links between indian and pakistani kashmir bose also invokes
compelling comparisons to other cases particularly the peace building framework in northern ireland which offers important lessons for a settlement in kashmir the western world has not fully appreciated the desperate tragedy of kashmir between
1989 and 2003 violence claimed up to 80 000 lives informative balanced and accessible kashmir is vital reading for anyone wishing to understand one of the world s most dangerous conflicts
Kashmir-The Untold Story 2013-12-01 contents
Danger in Kashmir 1954 about the book the book splendid kashmir is an anthology compiled by rabia wani along with 20 co authors from different parts of india the book is about the beauty tradition culture conflict and also about the core issue
around kashmir why is kashmir conflict so complicated what people want people s voices are not being heard what is real kashmir what is the current situation in kasmir also about kashmiri people and their tradition the book contains poems shayri
quote articles microtale gazal letters etc and all the writing revolve around the different topics on the them kashmir the aim of this book is to show what is real kasmir and what is actual scenario not the one which is painted by media or some
people we hope you like enjoy the book and also feel free to visit kashmir we hope that this book worth the time and excitement of the readers
Independent Kashmir 2021-06-01 this book presents a study of the international dimensions of the kashmir dispute between india and pakistan from before its outbreak in october 1947 until the tashkent summit in january 1966 by focusing on
kashmir s under researched transnational dimensions it represents a different approach to this intractable territorial conflict concentrating on the global context s in which the dispute unfolded it argues that the dispute s evolution was
determined by international concerns that existed from before and went beyond the indian subcontinent based on new and diverse official and personal papers across four countries the book foregrounds the kashmir dispute in a twin setting of
decolonisation and the cold war and investigates the international understanding around it within the imperatives of these two processes in doing so it traces kashmir s journey from being a residual irritant of the british indian empire to becoming a
commonwealth embarrassment and its eventual metamorphosis into a security concern in the cold war climate s a princely state of exceptional geo strategic location complex religious composition and unique significance in the context of indian
and pakistani notions of nation and statehood kashmir also complicated their relations with britain the united states soviet union china the commonwealth countries and the afro arab asian world this book is of interest to scholars in the field of
asian history cold war history decolonisation and south asian studies
A History of Kashmir: Political, Social, Cultural, from the Earliest Times to the Present Day 1973 this book investigates the factors that led to the breakdown of democracy and the rise of violent separatism in jammu and kashmir in the 1980s
and how the risk of a large scale war has grown in south asia in the 1990s solutions to this conflict need to be based on knowledge about what caused it as well as perspectives on why this conflict is so particularly dangerous widmalm offers
answers in this book with systematic comparisons over time to establish the causes of the conflict he refutes the contention that ethnic factors are the main cause while acknowledging that ethnic dividing lines are salient features of the conflict
today interviews with representatives of the indian government the isi in pakistan and separatist leaders in jammu and kashmir are also incorporated
Studies of the Kashmir Council of Research 1978
The Making of Modern Kashmir 2018-12-07
Glimpses Of Kashmir 2004
Kashmir 2005-09-30
The Crisis in Kashmir 1997
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Kashmir in Comparative Perspective
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